14.2 Pit Lid Logos

Table 3.1 lists the acceptable pit lid types and the logos required for each type. There are two different types of logos used with the pit lid types listed. These are the 100x100 brass plaque with text and the 50dia aluminum disc with a graphic or text. For installation and location of logos refer Design & Construction Note 10.37 ‘Service Pits & Lids’. Some pit lid types do not require logos, i.e Wang 3 Telstra pits have their logos incorporated as part of the frame during construction.

100x100 BRASS PLAQUE LOGO


50 DIA ALUMINUM DISC LOGO

Figures 14.5 - 14.12 show the common 50 diameter Aluminum Disc Logo inserts for COP 450x450 and COP 200x200 Pit Lids. The logos shown are to be used on pit lids of:

Fig. 14.5: Water Corp. valves & meters.
Fig. 14.6: UG Hydrants & Hydrant valves.
Fig. 14.7: Alinta/Westnet Energy Gas valves.
Fig. 14.8: COP Pits (Comms, Electrical, Retic, etc.)
Fig. 14.9: Water Corp. sewer pits & valves.
Fig. 14.10: COP & Private stormwater pits
Fig. 14.11: Miscellaneous Earth spikes.
Fig. 14.12: Main Roads WA electrical pits.